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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS

LOWERS FUEL CONSUMPTION
FOR ENGINES IN STOP-AND-GO OPERATION
S UPPORTS EXTENDED SERVICE INTERVALS
BETTER PROTECTION AGAINST WEAR
E XTENDS THE LIFETIME OF THE PARTICLE FILTER

BIODEGRADABLE WHEEL FLANGE LUBRICANT:

 IODEGRADABLE (OECD 301 B)
B
R
 EDUCES NOISE
P ROTECTS AGAINST WEAR
E
 ASILY PUMPABLE IN CENTRAL
LUBRICATION SYSTEMS
HIGHLY ADHESIVE
WATER RESISTANT

RAILWAY GREASE WF BIO
Tight curves, switches, and worn rails can cause squealing noises which
quickly add up to irritating noise pollution, especially in cities. Lubricating
WHEEL FLANGE

IDEAL FOR
STOP-START TRAFFIC

film of the easily pumpable fluid grease. Because wheel flange lubrication
is a form of total-loss lubrication, OECD 301 B biodegradability is a welWHEEL FLANGE
LUBRICANT

© VBL.CH

The downsizing trend in combustion engines continues –
and in the realm of public transit too. A broad range of
measures by Verkehrsbetriebe Luzern (VBL) is helping
to reduce fuel consumption and with it emissions. Fuel
economy motor oil FOCUS QTM SAE 5W/30 with low-SAPS
technology was developed precisely for commercial
vehicles, which often operate at high temperatures in

BIODEGRADABLE
 AL*-ACCEPTED / SWEDISH STANDARD SS 15 54 34
E
V ERY GOOD VISCOSITY-TEMPERATURE CURVE
NO STATIC CHARGE
SUPPORTS EXTENDED OIL CHANGE INTERVALS
OUTSTANDING MATERIAL COMPATIBILITY
V ERY HIGH RESISTANCE AGAINST AGING
G OOD HYDROLYTIC STABILITY

noise, but also reduces wear. It does so by uncoupling and reducing friction between the wheel flange and the rail. All it takes is a thin lubricant

FOCUS QTM 5W/30

stop-start operation. Low sulfate ash (low-SAPS) and volatility
loss (NOACK) reduce strain on particle filters and the
exhaust gas treatment system even with thousands of
standing starts. With a modern additive package and a
wide range of current specifications (suitable for EURO 5
& 6 and for TIER 3 to TIER 4 final and Stage V engines),
MOTOREX FOCUS QTM SAE 5W/30 meets the most exacting demands in modern vehicle fleets. Your MOTOREX
representative will be glad to advise you.

wheel flanges with RAILWAY GREASE WF BIO not only eliminates the

RAIL

LUBRICANT FOR
STEAM ENGINES

come product benefit. It makes RAILWAY GREASE WF BIO exceptionally
sustainable in applications with direct exposure to the natural environment, such as crane systems, transfer tables, and many others.

LOW EVAPORATION
REDUCES WEAR
NEUTRAL ODOR

Steamships and steam locomotives are always sure to draw a crowd. La Suisse, a paddlewheel steamer on Lake Geneva built in
Winterthur by Sulzer in 1910, is no exception. She measures an imposing 78 m in length and 15.9 m in beam overall (BOA) and is powered
by a 1,400-hp slant two-cylinder hot steam compound engine. The hot steam cylinder oil that keeps power from the 110-year-old engine
reliably driving the paddle wheels is LOW SMOKE HOT STEAM OIL 1500 from MOTOREX. Lubricating steam engines requires cylinder oils:
special, unalloyed mineral oils with high thermal stability. The oil is extremely viscous when cold (ISO VG 1500/1800!) and begins to flow
freely only when the engine is running and the oil is heated by the steam. At steam inlet temperatures of up to 380 °C, the oil lubricates all
parts that come in contact with steam, including the slide valve, piston chamber, and piston and slide valve support bearings. LOW
SMOKE HOT STEAM OIL features low evaporation loss with high lubricant reliability and generates no smoke or unpleasant sulfurous
odor – a feature much appreciated by the shipping company, “Compagnie Générale de Navigation sur le Lac
Léman,” and by the ship’s up to 850 high-season passengers.

ECOSYNT PAO 46

BIO-KICK FOR
SNOW GROOMERS
Hydraulic fluid provides low-loss power transmission at over 300 bar pressure from the pump to the assemblies that use it in snow
groomers. New biodegradable MOTOREX ECOSYNT PAO 46 hydraulic oil was developed precisely for use in snow groomers. It
© CGN.CH / B. Francey

combines a wide range of benefits with a modern concern for humans, machines, and the environment. Its high viscosity index
gives it a very good cold start viscosity while also guaranteeing a stable lubricant film at high temperatures. Its innovative formula
is electrically conductive, protecting against damage from static discharge. And its aging-resistant and high-performance PAO base
oils ensure an exceptionally long service life. Your MOTOREX representative will be glad to advise you on switching to ECOSYNT PAO.
*Environmentally Acceptable Lubricants
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The term “occupational safety and health” (OSH) covers a wide range of issues. This article takes a 360° view
of how MOTOREX is benefiting users with its products and services.

«

HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK

360° SAFETY FOR PROS
Health and safety in the workplace as well as for users is a top priority in MOTOREX’s
corporate strategy. Above and beyond legal requirements, we are continually blazing
new trails. Measures such as cutting back on solvents and substituting undesirable
substances in products, sparing use of packaging materials, systems for contactless fluid
management and continual upgrading of the available range of information and
services are all significant contributions to safe working.

STRICT REQUIREMENTS GIVE RISE
TO INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS.

«

INFRASTRUCTURE

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
“The only constant is change” – and so all of
MOTOREX’s activities are designed to meet customer
needs, technical requirements, and regulatory
requirements. For example, we find substitutes for
certain ingredients in formulas early on, before the
law requires it. If we see an opportunity to replace
fossil raw materials with renewables, we seize it. But

6

MOTOREX products are part of a wide range of work processes. With innovative solutions that far exceed stand-

workplace health and safety measures are only effec-

ard expectations, MOTOREX is actively committed to protecting health and safety in the workplace for everyone.

tive if consumers also take personal responsibility.
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WHAT’S NEW CONTINUED

360°

360°

PRODUCTS

PACKAGING

SAFETY IN THE WORKPLACE

SECURE – INFORMATIVE – ERGONOMIC

The launch of low-pollutant ASPEN* alkylate fuels in

Packaging plays a number of different roles. It safely preserves its contents according to clearly defined guide-

1998 was revolutionary. Compared to conventional

lines and protects it against external influences. There are numerous standards that set out what OSH informa-

gasoline, ASPEN contains practically no harmful sub-

tion must be indicated on labels. These cover ingredients, instructions for use, hazard pictograms (GHS), hazard

stances. It is free of lead, benzene, sulfur, aromatic and

and precautionary statements (H + P), rules on conduct in the event of accidents, and so on. The packaging must

polyaromatic hydrocarbons. With ASPEN, people who

also display recycling instructions. Other OSH elements in the design of MOTOREX packaging include:

work in the immediate vicinity of a combustion en-

the world of VOCs (volatile organic compounds) was
launched. These are harmful to the environment and
to human health. MOTOREX was one of the first to replace VOCs with alternative materials. Those are just
some examples of MOTOREX’s long tradition of taking
health and safety in the workplace seriously.
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© bafu

Around the turn of the millennium, a campaign to rid

*Only available on certain markets

Kilotonnes of NMVOC p.a.

gine can breathe easy – literally.

The decline in VOC emissions (in Switzerland for example)
over the past 25 years has been striking.

heavier the container, the more care is needed in han-

corrosion-proofing products all have different require-

dling it. For this reason the MOTOREX product range

ments. This means specific packaging

now includes 20-liter canisters. Besides having a lower

materials (PE, PEHD, PET, tinplate, etc.) are

maximum lifting weight, these containers also have

used for each product. Not only should

logistical benefits. For handling drums there are prac-

these be safe and light, they should also

tical – and above all, safe – manual and mechanical

preferably contain a proportion of recycled material.

lifting aids.

Recycling codes on packaging facilitate the recycling
process.

MOTOREX MACHINING FLUIDS ARE
EXTREMELY HUMAN-BIOCOMPATIBLE.

«

«

Containers for engine oils, cleaners, additives, and

Further examples from MOTOREX’s research and development initiatives include successful product lines like

FUNCTIONALITY
Packaging designed with due consideration of the processes where the product is used makes work easier.
Tamper-proof seals, practical caps, built-in dispensers,
fill-level window stripes, and a tight reseal are just a
few of the features that MOTOREX includes in many

INDUSTRIAL LINE

containers.
contamination. The FOOD LINE includes a complete

fluids that are extremely human-biocompatible, gen-

spectrum of lubricants (categories H1 to H3).

ERGONOMICS

tle on the skin, and free of boron and formaldehyde

Ergonomic aspects also have an impact on safety.

deposit materials. These products are fully compliant

Structured surfaces and well-shaped handles help en-

with TRGS 611 and the European REACH directive

sure a secure grip when handling a container. The

(2007).

FOOD LINE
When food and feed products come into unintended
contact with lubricants during production, food-grade

«

PACKAGING CARRIES
IMPORTANT INFORMATION.

H1 (FDA/NSF) lubricants prevent the consequences of

8
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The 25 liter container (l.) has been replaced
by the less cumbersome 20 liter version (r.).
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In industrial applications MOTOREX offers machining

9
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DOCUMENTATION

CONTACT-FREE FLUID MANAGEMENT

ONLINE AND PERSONAL

Whether for filling a vehicle engine with oil in the shop, mixing windshield washer fluid to ready-to-use strength,

Personal responsibility also enters into the equation when handling products that have GHS labeling (hazard

resetting with a water-miscible machining fluid at precisely 8.5 % strength, or quickly and neatly flushing and

pictograms). MOTOREX puts a great deal of effort into continually improving documentation and support. The

refilling an automatic transmission, a wide range of oil feed and greasing devices – right up to the automated

latter is available online 24/7 and by telephone during business hours.

fluid management system for manufacturing plants – are available for improving safety. These are areas in
which MOTOREX has a wealth of experience and will be developing further.

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS (MSDS)

INFORMATION ON HAZARDOUS GOODS

Every MOTOREX product has a Material Safety Data

The MOTOREX hazardous materials safety advisor

Sheet (MSDS) in conformity with the EU regulation

provides support in all internal and external matters
related to hazardous goods.

FLUID MANAGEMENT FOR INDUSTRY

SAMPLING KIT FOR ANALYSES

which provides information on the product and expo-

Process reliability in production and regulatory

In the case of large oil volumes, regular laboratory

sure scenarios in a standardized format. These are in-

compliance (TRGS 611) requires regular measure-

analysis lengthens the service life of both fluid

tended to provide professional users with the data and

HSE OFFICER

ments. FLUIDLYNX technology measures and the

and system. And for laboratory analysis,

material and mixture handling recommendations

HSE stands for Health, Safety & Environment. The

COOLANTLNYX system dispenses, filters, and removes

MOTOREX needs properly collected and

needed to take the proper precautions to safeguard

MOTOREX HSE officer is responsible for planning, im-

tramp oil. Consistently stable fluid quality can prevent

labeled customer samples. A practical and

health and safety in the workplace and protect the en-

plementing, overseeing, and improving workplace

the buildup of harmful bacteria. This, together with

safe sampling kit is available for just this

vironment. MOTOREX provides regular training on

safety, health, and environmental protection processes

the good human biocompatibility of the INDUSTRIAL

purpose.

MSDSs and undergoes systematic audits on them.

in the company.

SUPPLY AND STORAGE

DIRECT SUPPORT

LINE fluids, can greatly improve the quality of the
workplace.

There are comprehensive regulations and a wide

The MOTOREX Technical Customer Service answers

AUTOMATIC? AUTOMATIC!

range of solutions for the supply and storage of haz-

product, safety, and health-related (including emer-

The MOTOREX Dynco™ lubricant flushing and chang-

ardous materials. Your MOTOREX contact will gladly

gency) questions by phone during office hours.

ing machine permits full automation of ATF changes

give you advice on this subject.

in automatic and dual-clutch transmissions.

«

QUESTIONS? THE MATERIAL SAFETY
DATA SHEET HAS INFORMATION.

«

«

«

MODERN INFRASTRUCTURE
PROMOTES SAFE
WAYS OF WORKING.

Every bit counts when it comes to maximizing health and safety at work. For MOTOREX, opportunities
for continual improvement and responsible action are the driving force for further big and small innovations
into the future. •

10
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© stoopgroenvoorziening.nl

HYDRAULICS

A readily biodegradable hydraulic fluid is a must when working in or near the water. The landscaping firm Stoop
in Waarland is a loyal and successful user of ECOSYNT HEES.

“Trust in the area of biodegradable hydraulic oils is built through
solution-oriented collaboration and high-quality MOTOREX products.”
Bernie Dunnewind, owner
Team Duport Lubricare B.V. From left to right: Fernande Brand (marketing), Michael Anslijn (advisor),
Henk-Jan Keuter (advisor), Bernie Dunnewind (owner).

FLUIDS WITH SERVICE

DEDEMSVAART
Amsterdam

Den Haag
Rotterdam

It’s fair to say that environmental awareness in the

draulic oils: trust,” explains Bernie Dunnewind.

Netherlands is generally high. The Duport group’s

“Trust is built through solution-oriented collaboration

customers are people who work with nature and are

and high-quality MOTOREX products.” Dunnewind’s

surrounded by it. The parent company is made up of

company is the official importer and distributor of

Duport B.V. (agricultural machinery and fertilizer

ECOSYNT hydraulic fluids for the Netherlands.

technology), Güstrower (chaser bins and fertilizer technology), and Duport Lubricare B.V. (lubricants).

LONG-TERM SUCCESS
The decision to fill a hydraulic system with a readily

DUPORT LUBRICARE B.V.

biodegradable hydraulic fluid is always a sign of long-

Lubricant applications have been part of Duport’s busi-

term thinking. By now many customers are aware

ness since the founding years. Since 1990 Duport Lubri-

that what matters is not the price of the hydraulic oil,

care B.V. has been a highly regarded supplier of bio

but the total cost of ownership (TCO). The benefits pay

hydraulic fluids for various industries (farming, trade,

off, including reduced risk in the event of a leak,

manufacturing, and marine). “Along with knowl-

enhanced reliability, steady high performance, and a

edge and skill, there is one thing that matters

significantly longer service life through filtration

above all when it comes to biodegradable hy-

12

rather than replacement of the oil.

Service and have customer samples quickly analyzed.

proven ECOSYNT hydraulic fluids, with support for

And for those who want to know their exact CO2 footprint,

every step of a project, from consulting to filling the

Duport has even a special calculator to measure it. •

system to maintenance tasks such as fine filtration. As
a MOTOREX partner, Duport Lubricare can also count
on expert advice from MOTOREX Technical Customer

© public domain Sluizen Terneuzen

In the Netherlands, the name Duport stands for imports of farm machinery brands
such as Lindner and Pöttinger, but also for development and construction of high-tech
fertilizer technology. Specializing in readily biodegradable hydraulic fluids for over
30 years, subsidiary Duport Lubricare B.V. has expertise that’s in high demand.

Duport Lubricare offers comprehensive service using

Lock systems have a long tradition in the Netherlands and
play an important safety role. Duport Lubricare has over 30
years of experience with “green” hydraulic oils in this area.

MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 124
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Quiet and zero-emission: an electric garbage truck in the
town of Almere, the Netherlands. Readily biodegradable
ECOSYNT HEES 46 is a perfect fit for this application.

duportlubricare.nl

13

© diamantbohr.com

CONSTRUCTION

This tunnel section
milling machine with
its hydrostatic saw

© arag-bau.ch

© liebherr.com

head and hydraulic saw
arm was switched
“on the fly” from
mineral hydraulic oil
to ECOSYNT HEPR 46.

When working with
various attachments,
especially with rented
equipment, ECOSYNT
HEPR 46’s high
tolerance for tramp oil
makes it a strong choice.

MOTOREX ECOSYNT HEPR 46 offers the ideal opportunity to switch to a biodegradable hydraulic oil compliant with the OECD 301 B standard.

ECOSYNT HEPR 46 HYDRAULIC OIL

SWITCH WITHOUT COMPROMISING

When using a biodegradable hydraulic fluid, the key

display a wide range of beneficial characteristics.

THE ADVANTAGES SPEAK FOR HEPR

considerations are reduced risk to the environment

HEPR fluids combine biodegradability with high per-

MOTOREX ECOSYNT HEPR 46 is preferred for its high

(biodegradability in accordance with OECD 301 B) on

formance and are miscible and compatible with both

performance capacity, ease of switching to an environ-

the one hand and the performance requirements of hy-

mineral and HEES oils. This gives them a high toler-

mentally friendly hydraulic oil, top-notch lubricant

draulic oil standards such as DIN 51524-3 or DIN 15380

ance against tramp oil contamination, a key feature

reliability, and excellent shear stability. The zinc-free

HEPR on the other. In ECOSYNT HEPR 46, MOTOREX

for users who frequently change attachments while

formula also has the following additional features:

offers a versatile hydraulic fluid with biodegradability

using a quick-switch system on construction machin-

for all hydraulic systems.

ery. These attachments often operate with mineral
hydraulic oils which can mix with the fluid in the

14

© nup.ch

In ECOSYNT HEPR 46, MOTOREX combines the alternative of a biodegradable hydraulic
oil without compromises with strong commitments to performance and environmental
safety. The HEPR formula’s outstanding compatibility with conventional hydraulic oils
makes it possible.

ECOSYNT HEPR is the
right choice for N.U.P.
Umweltpflegetechnik
GmbH’s wood chipper
thanks to its biodegradability, simplified
care, mineral oil
compatibility, and
steady performance.

R EADILY BIODEGRADABLE (OECD 301 B)
V
 ERY GOOD IN LOW TEMPERATURES
V
 ERY GOOD COMPATIBILITY WITH SEALS AND HOSES

POWERFUL HEPR FLUIDS

system. MOTOREX ECOSYNT HEPR 46 has excellent

HEPR hydraulic oils and related products are com-

characteristics for use in construction, forestry, and

posed of synthetic hydrocarbons which, besides good

farm equipment that have previously been operated

T
 OLERANT OF TRAMP OIL

biodegradability of over 60 % according to OECD 301 B,

using a mineral hydraulic oil.

S
 UITABLE FOR EXTENDED MAINTENANCE INTERVALS

O
 UTSTANDING PROTECTION AGAINST OXIDATION AND CORROSION
G
 OOD HYDROLYTIC STABILITY
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ECOSYNT HEPR 46
bit.ly/3Kvvx8U
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FOOD LINE

“With the H1 certified
FOOD FLUID 46 from MOTOREX
we’re on the safe side!”
Beat Hubmann, Head of Production, RAMSEIER Aachtal AG

SAFE AT
WORK

7,500 L PRESS CHAMBER CAPACITY

RAMSEIER AACHTAL AG

The BUCHER HPX 7507 can handle a wide range of

Various factors can cause harvest sizes to fluctuate

solid-liquid substance separation tasks. At RAMSEIER

widely from year to year. RAMSEIER Aachtal AG’s

Aachtal AG, two of these powerful modern machines

maximum daily processing capacity is roughly 1,000 t

process between 18 and 24 tonnes of apples and pears

of cider fruit, yielding about five million liters of freshly

FOOD FLUID 46:
AN EXTRA PORTION OF SAFETY

per hour into freshly pressed juice. A piston-and-cylinder

pressed juice per week. At the height of the harvest,

system presses the fruit through a series of drainage

from mid-September to late October or so, production

elements (filters) in several cycles. Each machine’s

takes place in shifts around the clock. The company

press chamber capacity is an imposing 7,500 liters.

processes some 40 % of all cider fruit in Switzerland.

Once the pressing process is done, the pulp residue is

Sophisticated processes and high reliability of both in-

automatically emptied. A self-optimizing press control

frastructure and personnel are needed each year to

Each year RAMSEIER Aachtal AG (CH) processes up to 60,000 tonnes of cider fruit in just
under three months. Key to successfully processing the harvest are two new, extra-powerful
hydraulic filter presses. The presses are filled with H1-registered, food-safe FOOD FLUID 46
hydraulic oil – testimony to the stringent quality and safety commitments at Switzerland’s
biggest juice bottler.

system determines the product’s pressability at each

ensure successful processing of the harvest.

With two powerful new juice presses, RAMSEIER Aachtal AG (CH) heads into juice season 22. Specially
developed food industry hydraulic oil FOOD FLUID 46 has an important job to do in the hydraulic system.

MOTOREX’s specialization in lubrication applications

an H1 fluid is a precautionary safety measure. FOOD

brings us into regular contact with manufacturers of

FLUID 46 is a high-performance H1 hydraulic fluid in

equipment for the food, pharmaceutical, and packag-

the MOTOREX product range. It was put through its

ing industries.

paces in precise accordance with the press manufac-

stage of the process and continually adjusts the process parameters for maximum throughput and yield.

MOTOREX FOOD FLUID 46 plays an important role in
the process that creates the unmistakable RAMSEIER
fruit juices. •

turer’s specifications. Each test, including the Brugger

were to use an H1-registered hydraulic fluid. This

flow point measurements among others provided

designation is used by the FDA and NSF to indi-

more evidence that the full-synthetic hydraulic oil is

cate lubricants which could come into uninten-

perfectly suited to the task. An effective long-term test

tional, technologically unpreventable contact

under realistic conditions will take place during pro-

with foods. Since the hydraulic system in the

cessing of this year’s harvest.

The cider fruit is continually delivered, briefly stored, washed, and fed to the presses.
The plant is approx. 80 % automated.
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(pressure load), and flash point, pour point, and no-

juice presses is in principle a closed system, using

16

test (load-carrying capacity), the VKA four-ball test

At the customer’s request, the two new juice presses

© RAMSEIER

FIRST FILL AT THE FACTORY

FOOD FLUID 46
bit.ly/3BefeuJ
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POWERSPORTS

PRACTICE

KTM × MOTOREX

100 MOTOGP™ RACES

A SPEEDY MOTOGP JUBILEE
MOTOREX and KTM have been collaborating in Grand Prix sports since 2003,
debuting in the 125 cc class. Miguel Oliveira of Spain delivered a speedy jubilee in
the GP premier class at the race in Silverstone, UK, where he guided his machine
across the finish line with the precision of a Swiss watch in the two companies’
100th joint MotoGP race.

PERFECT PREVENTION
Besides steel, bicycle components are often made of much lighter aluminum or
high-tech composites like carbon fiber. To help shop pros assemble these parts properly,
MOTOREX has developed ANTI SEIZE and CARBON PASTE assembly pastes.
Bike repair professionals know that prevention always pays off, especially when assembling parts like seat posts
and clamped or screwed joints. The elements, age, heat, dirt, and various material pairings can cause components to seize.

When MOTOREX teams up with KTM, a success story

dium for KTM, taking third place in Valencia in 2018.

is all but guaranteed. And not only on the racetrack:

The 2020 season finally saw KTM take its place among

MOTOREX ANTI SEIZE

MOTOREX CARBON PASTE

The insights gained from racing regularly also find

the true MotoGP greats. In just the third Grand Prix of

ANTI SEIZE is an assembly paste specially designed for formed

CARBON PASTE is a specially developed paste for assembling

the year, South Africa’s Brad Binder piloted a factory

metal and aluminum joints. It features the following exceptional

carbon and aluminum parts. Eliminating particles in the paste

machine to KTM’s first MotoGP victory, making the

benefits:

prevents scratching of surfaces and makes it suitable for use in

their way into commercial products.

MOTOGP ENTRY IN 2016

then 25-year-old the first rider to snare wins for KTM

With MOTOREX at its side, KTM made its

in the Moto3, Moto2, and premier classes. In 2021

first appearance in the premier class in

Binder and Miguel Oliveira (photo), who by then had

2016 with a MotoGP wild card slot in Va-

advanced to the factory team, won one MotoGP race

lencia, Spain. In the team’s first full world

apiece. Brad Binder also set a new MotoGP speed re-

championship season just a year later in

cord in Mugello on a KTM RC16 at 362.4 kph! In 2022

2017, Pol Espargaró of Spain captured the

Oliveira triumphed in Indonesia, bringing the KTM/

first top-ten spot for KTM in Brno. The same

MOTOREX premier class scorecard to four Grand Prix

Spaniard was also the first to mount the po-

Compelling: Miguel Oliveira and MOTOREX on
the RED BULL KTM FACTORY RACING team.
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BIKE ASSEMBLY PASTES:

wins in over 100 races – so far. •

V ERSATILE
F
 OR ALL METALLIC JOINTS
P
 REVENTS CONTACT CORROSION
S
 ECURES JOINTS
E
 ASES DISASSEMBLY OF TIGHT JOINTS
TIP When different metal alloys, dirt, and water come into contact

with one another, an electric current may result. Under certain

the MOTOREX GREASE GUN.
S
 PECIALLY DEVELOPED FOR CARBON/COMPOSITE MATERIALS
P
 REVENTS CONTACT CORROSION
N
 O SURFACE SCRATCHING
EASES

DISASSEMBLY OF TIGHT JOINTS
P
 ROTECTS FRAGILE CARBON PARTS BY REDUCING
TIGHTENING TORQUE

circumstances this in turn can cause metal joints (steel + alumi-

TIP Overtightening can damage carbon parts. Special inhibitors

num) to “seize up.” ANTI SEIZE prevents this by acting as an elec-

in MOTOREX CARBON PASTE reduce friction so that parts can be

trical insulator. A special component in the recipe also secures

fastened less tightly. A thin layer of about 1 mm of the transparent

the joint and reduces unwanted loosening of components.

paste is recommended. •

#motorex_powersports
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MACHINING FLUID

A

< back

Concentration
8%

pH

Tempe
rature

Conductivity

8,9

23,8 °C

2

SAFE AT
WORK

CONCENTRATION

Device detected and scanned

Too high or low a concentration for the
application and material being worked is
not recommended. Measure the concentration several times a week by refractometer or

Concentration too low

Concentration too high

Concentration

⋅ Risk of low pH
⋅ Foul odor
⋅ Shorter service life
⋅ Instability
⋅ Corrosion

⋅ No benefit
⋅ Instability
⋅ More residues
⋅ Higher consumption
⋅ Smoke emission
⋅ Skin problems

*Required %
defined by application
and the material

automatically and keep a log of the values. If
15 %

more fluid must be added, it should be done in
several steps. Automatic fluid management with

10 %

FLUIDLYNX in combination with COOLANTLYNX
performs these functions autonomously, just when

5%

< 5%

they’re needed. Take care to mix the fluid properly and
pay attention to the recommended potable water
quality.

MONITORING ADDS VALUE
MOTOREX has an impressive range of water-miscible cutting fluids (KSS). Regular digital
monitoring of KSS parameters (which is now fully automated) ensures that their
strengths can be put to even better use. Monitoring adds value in the form of improved
performance for the entire system, longer service life for fluid and tools, and
enhanced human biocompatibility.

The ideal concentration* is in the 6 –9 % range.

Typical pH range for
machining fluid

pH
Keeping machining fluid in the proper pH range of 8.5
to 9.2 is the best form of prevention to ensure a long

Instability

8.5

Paint flakes off

Maintaining the recommended pH value has a big impact on factors such as machine hygiene, workplace
quality, and emulsion service life and performance.
The pH can be measured with a dipstick, the EASY

1

2

3

4

5

acid

When working with water-miscible machining fluid,

6

7

neutral

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

alkaline

pay attention to the harmonious interplay of these

Air

key parameters:

SKIN COMPATIBILITY

Alkalinity

In general, regular direct contact with machining fluid should be kept to a minimum. Skin irritation often
Raw
materials

Personnel

MICROORGANISMS

results from improperly configured emulsion and is

Contamination of machining fluid by microorganisms

not directly related to its ingredients. When frequently

(bacteria, fungi, yeasts) can come from a number of

washing hands, a hand protection and care cream

different sources and should generally be prevented.

should be used to restore skin oils.

Sources of microorganisms in machining fluid.

Inflammation
Bacteria, fungi, yeasts

Degreases the skin
Washes off the protective layer

Micro-injuries
from swarf

Additives, e.g. biocides, or nickel
and cobalt from the workpiece

tain level of contamination. Higher levels, however,
Machines

pH > 9

Allergies

Modern fluids are stable and can easily tolerate a cer-

20

Foam

Problems with plastics / seals

MONITORING APP, or MOTOREX FLUIDLYNX.

Mix water

Skin problems

9.2

Foul odor

and effective emulsion service life. The pH value
should be measured together with concentration.

Aluminum corrosion

Rust (ferrous corrosion)

require costly decontamination and refilling. Just

Want to learn more about handling modern machin-

100 ml of contaminated fluid is enough to spoil 1000 l

ing fluids? Your local MOTOREX representative will be

of fresh emulsion.

glad to provide further information. •
MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 124
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Skin compatibility
Correct settings keep
it optimal
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INDUSTRY

STAY COOL 24/7

MIXING
DOSING
REFILLING

CUSTOMIZED FLUID AUTOMATION

MOTOREX COOLANTLYNX
MACHINING FLUID MIXING AND CARE SYSTEM
MOTOREX COOLANTLYNX can autonomously operate up to six machining
centers at once. It works around the clock, always at full precision, and
relieves personnel of conventional fluid measurement and maintenance
chores. COOLANTLYNX at a glance:
A
 UTONOMOUS MIXING, DOSING, AND REFILLING OF UP TO 6 MACHINING
CENTERS/700 L PER HOUR
S
 UITABLE FOR CENTRALIZED SYSTEMS OF UP TO 70,000 L
C
 AN BE COMBINED WITH MOTOREX FLUIDLYNX
TRAMP OIL SEPARATION AND FILTRATION FROM THE MACHINING FLUID

MOTOREX FLUIDLYNX MONITORING

The time is ripe for automating onerous routine work. With MOTOREX FLUIDLYNX,
intelligent machining fluid management is a reality. FLUIDLYNX continually measures
a wide range of parameters and integrates with COOLANTLYNX. All data can also be
monitored from mobile devices. A powerful team!

ONLINE MACHINING FLUID MONITORING
MOTOREX FLUIDLYNX anticipates the future of machining and contributes to efficient, safe, and sustainable production processes. The system
can display a wide range of key parameters so you can keep tabs on the
machining fluid’s condition any time, anywhere:
pH
C ONCENTRATION IN %

MOTOREX FLUIDLYNX

T EMPERATURE

ONLINE MEASUREMENT AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Where most conventional systems are based on optical systems for meas-

ALERTS

urements, FLUIDLYNX employs an innovative sensor technology. Unlike

M
 EASUREMENT LOGGING

E
 LECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY

MONITORING
STATISTICS

optical systems which are subject to soiling/smearing, these “sensory
organs” are reliable, fast, and precise. FLUIDLYNX at a glance:
F
 ULLY AUTOMATED 24/7 MEASUREMENT SYSTEM, WITH MEASUREMENT
CYCLES FROM 1–99 MINUTES

Anticipating future developments, MOTOREX FLUIDLYNX helps to make manufacturing processes safer, more

S
 UITABLE FOR SINGLE OR CENTRALIZED SYSTEMS

efficient and more sustainable. Just ask your MOTOREX representative. •

FOR 1–6 PROCESSING CENTERS PER FLUIDLYNX (SINGLE 1/MULTI 6)
O
 NLINE MONITORING (CONCENTRATION, TEMPERATURE, PH

MEASUREMENT
ANALYSIS
COMMUNICATION
22

AND – AS AN OPTION – ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY)

MOTOREX FLUIDLYNX
bit.ly/3mcqBe7
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Follow us on LinkedIn
MOTOREX INDUSTRY
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SPRAY
ANTIRUST SPRAY

SILICONE SPRAY
+ Lubricant, care, and protective
spray for rubber, plastic, and all
metal parts
+ Thermal stability from
- 50 °C (- 58 °F) to + 200 °C (+ 392 °F)

8 POWERFUL HELPERS
The MOTOREX SPRAY MIX consists of eight selected high-tech sprays for use in vehicle
repair shops. Whether it’s cleaning, degreasing, lubricating, or preserving, people love the
MOTOREX helpers in a can for their performance and quality. Developed and manu
factured by MOTOREX, these versatile problem-solvers in spray form set the standard for
safe and professional work. Proven spray nozzles and an ingenious ball valve enable
precision application even when the can is upside-down. Pros know why quality pays off,
even in sprays.
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POWER BRAKE CLEAN

INTACT MX 50 SPRAY

+ Degreases and cleans
without leaving a residue

+ Lubricating and corrosion
protection spray

+ High pressure

+R
 epels and displaces water

+ Silicone free

+ Highly effective protective film

+ 750 ml

+ 500 ml

+ Quickly loosens metal parts
that have rusted together
+ Outstanding penetration

+ Antistatic

+ Repels moisture

+ Water-repellent

+ Protects against corrosion

+ 500 ml

+ 500 ml

SPRAY 2000

MOTOREX SPRAY-MIX:

+ Rust remover and screw
releasing agent

GREASE SPRAY

+ Full-synthetic, high-pressure-
resistant adhesive lubricant

+ Viscous grease spray

+ Long-lasting

+ Good adhesion

+ Protects against corrosion

+ Alternative to brush application

+ Thermal stability from
- 30 °C (- 22 °F) to + 200 °C (+ 392 °F)

+ Water- and saltwater-resistant

+ Silicone free

+ Protects against corrosion
and wear

+ 500 ml

+ 500 ml

COPPER SPRAY
+ Prevents seizing of parts exposed
to high temperatures
+ Saltwater-resistant

ACCU PROTECT

+ Extremely good thermal stability
+ Effective from
- 40 °C (- 40 °F) to + 1200 °C (+ 2192 °F)

+ Protects battery contacts and
terminals, electrical connectors,
and starter motor cables

+ Protects against corrosion

+ Prevents corrosion and oxidation

+ 300 ml

+ 200 ml

MOTOREX SPRAY-MIX CONTENTS
2× POWER BRAKE CLEAN, 2× INTACT MX 50 SPRAY, 2× SILICONE SPRAY, 2× ANTIRUST SPRAY,
1× SPRAY 2000, 1× GREASE SPRAY, 1× COPPER SPRAY, 1× ACCU PROTECT

MOTORE X MAGA ZINE 124
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Other interesting
MOTOREX sprays
bit.ly/3Kv1cHo
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BOX

In 1st place for cleanliness and neatness: the international Facility Management team.

THE TEAM FOR BRILLIANT RESULTS
“Prljavo,” “sporco,” “valkani,” “sucio,” “kirli,” “koszos” are all words for

Chairs are rolled away, crates and boxes moved aside so the vacuum

“dirty” in different languages. Whenever things get that way at MOTOREX,

brush can find its way into every nook and cranny. But it’s not all

Facility Management is on the scene. Equipped with vacuum cleaners,

back-breaking work. There’s a place for finesse as well. Desktops col-

buckets, and dust cloths, each evening the cleaning team takes control

lect more than just dust. They’re usually covered with phones, laptops,

of 5,000 square meters of office space. Although the diligent cleaners

computer displays, and sundry other clutter. No problem for the nim-

come from seven different countries – Bosnia, Italy, Macedonia,

ble women’s hands as they strategically clear the way for dustcloth and

Paraguay, Turkey, Hungary, and Switzerland – the result is never a

feather duster. The work is finished in a cloud of furniture polish. The

biblical confusion of tongues. They’re not busy building a Tower of

office smells fresh and looks spotless. This is a fine place to work!

RIANA’S FAVOURITE.
BOUTIQUE

Babel but making the space spic and span. The cleaning women are all
congenial characters: cheerful, assiduous, helpful, and always in a

“Facile,” or in Latin “facilis,” means “easy,” “simple,” or “effortless.”

good mood. The noise gives the cleaning team’s location away, the hum

But work on the Facility Management team is anything but easy and

of the vacuum cleaner accompanied by lively conversation and infec-

simple. With this article, the employees of MOTOREX-BUCHER GROUP

tious laughter. Even if the wastebaskets are full to the rim, once the

AG all offer their heartfelt thanks to the hardworking cleaners for their

cleaners have come by there’s room aplenty for the next day’s trash.

daily efforts behind the scenes! •

OTTOREX

MOOH-TOREX

MINI-BARREL

Article No: 452371

Article No: 450073			

MODEL TRUCK
Article No: Iveco 451320 / Volvo 452248
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STAY COOL 24/7
AUTOMATED FLUID MANAGEMENT
FLUID LYNX
With this automatic mixing and care system
for industry, water-miscible machining fluids
can be reliably monitored.
IR
 educed maintenance and

resource consumption
Improved process safety
I Minimal skin contact
I

Planning, installation and maintenance
from a single source: MOTOREX.

motorex.com/fluidlynx

